VERMINIAN TROOPER
STANDARD BUG SOLDIER

THEY CAME FROM VERMINEST
TRADING CARD #1

50 POINTS
They came from Verminest
Trading Card #2

Mugura Trooper

The faster kind of enemy

50 points

Classified
VERMINIAN LEADER

KILL THEM!
& BUGS WILL PANIC

THEY CAME FROM VERMINEST
TRADING CARD #3

100 POINTS
RESIST FIRE
WHILE THEY ARE CLOSED

THEY CAME FROM VERMINEST
TRADING CARD #4

ARMORED ONISCIDEA

80
POINTS

CLASSIFIED
GIANT TARANTULA

THE LAST WILL GO BERSERK

THEY CAME FROM VERMINEST
TRADING CARD #5

500 POINTS

CLASSIFIED
WHITE SCORPION INVINCIBLE!
WITH HUMAN WEAPONS

THEY CAME FROM VERMINEST
TRADING CARD #6

3000 POINTS
THEY CAME FROM VERMINEST
TRADING CARD #7

HUMAN VIPER

THE LAST
STARFIGHTER!

1UP
EVERY 25000 POINTS
HUMAN PILOT
OUR SPACE HERO!

THEY CAME FROM VERMINEST
TRADING CARD #8

1000 POINTS EVERY 10 STARS

CLASSIFIED